[434]
" Of course, you'd prefer a restaurant de luxe with a gypsy band, wouldn't you ? Fm sorry you can't have it."
At long intervals a strong lamp shed a dreary light on the quay, the colour of sand. But this same light, as it fell down the bank upon the water of the canal, created oily mirrots and depths in it.
They walked along a couple of yards away from the edge, Quinette on the left, Leheudry on the side nearest the water. Leheudry, though he showed no uneasiness, kept moving over towards the left; but Quinette, imperceptibly, kept on edging him back towards the right. Sometimes the uneven edge of a paving-stone, or a mooring-ring, came in their way.
Quinette was not feeling angry any longer. The place where .they were seemed to him in some obscure way favourable, made his heart beat faster, disturbed him with a kind of promise of pleasure, just as places consecrated to physical love disturb the novice who enters them, by their setting and their emanations. The effect upon the bookbinder was to give him a state of feeling much more intense, more lyrical, than mere well-being. Through it ran thoughts agile as dreams, but in appearance as cold as calculations* Their cruel precision lost nothing by letting themselves be carried along by this kind of musical exaltation.
c< His foot might hit against a paving-stone. His foot might catch in a ring. How could he save himself ? Scarcely a stagger. Preferably at the edge of a lock. A sheer drop. A big splash in the water. . . ."
But Leheudry was walking along pretty carefully, avoiding any obstacles. It would be difficult for him to lose his footing, all by himself. Could he swim ? His clothes would hamper him. The water was cold. There were places where the canal was embanked. A slippery wall* The skin was scraped off your hands in vain ; and you had to go on swimming. You might cry for help, but you would have no breath left.
" Nobody about. Myself the only witness. It would be all over. I shouldn't have to keep an eye on him any longer.

